
From the Italian nemspaper Paese Sera re the Kennedy 
assassination. 

Paese Sera has published again yesterday the picture of 

President Kennedy which had already been published on Saturday 

of part of the crowd that assisted in Dallas on the passage of 

President Kennedy's automobile. A little before the attempt 

to guide through the same crowd another personage of the event . . . 

As it is remembered last Saturday, the paper had reserved the 

right to identify in the photograph in question Jack Ruby, the 
presumed 

killer of the/X *3(111*XXXX assassin of the President, Lee Oswald. 

Today . 	(garbled) . . to recognize in a person who appears 

close to the presumed(2) Jack Ruby, George De Mohrenschildt 

who is described (?) as an ex-French spy, extremist of the right, 

anti-Castroite, contemporary friend of Oswald and of the mother 

of Jaqueline Kennedy. In the photo the resemblance of the man 

indicated as being likely the same Mohrenschildt is seen partially 

behind another spectator and is partly hidden by the hat and the 

black glasses. 

When he was interrogated by the police for the equivocal 

report which they remembered seeing in Paese Sera on the ambient 

extremist of the right, De Mohrenschildt affirms that the day of 

the attemptlA he was in Haiti; according to the paper the photographs 

could demonstrate instead that on the day he found himself in Dallas 

mixed in with the crowd together with Ruby. As it is noted, the 

latter (Ruby) has always denied having been present during the 

passage of the prelaidential_cortego, maintaining that in that 
-14e 

moment he was in (garbled) 	. of a newspaper. Passe Sera 

affirms that the negative of the photograph is the possession of 

an unknown person who ignores the importance of it. 
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